M ARSHALL M CLEAN BAND :: THE BEST IN NO RTHW EST AM ERICANA RO CK
The Marshall McLean Band was born out of the Northwest, and it carries with it the unique
sound that is becoming distinct to the Inland Northwest. The band, based out of Spokane,
WA, has brought forth a fresh idea; that one can merge elements of thoughtful songwriting
in folk, the driving force of rock, and the melodic accessibility of Americana and carve out a
new genre - a kind of NW Americana Rock.
One of Spokane's favorite songwriters,
McLean manages to write songs without
pretension. He sets reflective moods and
backs them up with a distinctive picking style
that travels seamlessly from powered lead
lines to dynamic rhythm. It is in the final
output, however, where the Marshall McLean
Band carves its most solid niche. The method
in which acoustical elements are managed
through filters and amps gives forth a clear
but overdriven sound that blurs the line
between genres. The band is unafraid,
blending these styles, taking the best of both
worlds and discarding the rest.
The band's first release, "Glossolalia" - which means "speaking in tongues" - showcases the
mature and well-received effort by Marshall McLean Band. The band’s second full-length
record, Sodak, is scheduled for a Summer 2016 release.
A LB U MS
G lo sso lalia - November 2013
1. Coat of Many Colors [5:00]
2. Sons of Thunder [4:28]
3. Sinking Ships [5:46]
4. Nightingale [3:42]
5. Irons in the Fire [5:16]
6. Giving up the Ghost [3:33]
7. Out the Window [4:40]
8. Hard Times [3:54]
9. Ohio [4:37]
10. Real Thin Line [5:12]
Badlands (Single) - October 2015
1. Badlands [4:23]

A C CO L AD ES
“Glossolalia is a undisputed success, and a record that has
every opportunity to slip into Album of The Year
conversations at blogs like this one everywhere.” – Ryan
Townsend, Pop Heart Etc.
“MMB has released their first single, “Sinking Ships”, which
is without a doubt a prime example of the beauty that is
certain to ensue as this band progresses on...” – Ron
Trembath, Trainwreck’d Society
“’Glossolalia’ exceeded my expectations and is truly one of
the finest records of 2013.” – Erick Doxey, Photographer

HIG HLIG HTS
Shared the stage with notable acts
• Avett Brothers
• Grizzled Mighty
• Cataldo
• Joseph
Draw 200+ in Spokane, WA & Sandpoint, ID

Collaborators
• Billy Conway of Morphine
• Jamie Frost of The Makers
• Natalie Closner of Joseph
McLean was named 2006 Gibson Acoustic
New Artist of the Year
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